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Abstract—Gait anonymization while maintaining naturalness
is used for protecting a person’s identity against gait recognition
systems when a video of the person walking is uploaded to social
media. There has been some research on gait anonymization,
but only for high-quality silhouette gaits. We present an RGB
gait anonymization model for low-quality silhouette gaits that
can generate natural, seamless anonymized gaits for which the
original silhouettes cannot be extracted correctly. Our model
includes two main networks. The first one, a deep convolutional
generative adversarial network, is used to anonymize the original
gait by adding to it a random noise vector. By training on highquality silhouette data, this network can generate a high-quality
anonymized silhouette sequence from a low-quality silhouette one.
Restricting its input to binary silhouette sequences instead of
color gaits forces it to focus on anonymizing the gait rather than
changing body color. The second main network, which follows the
first one, colorizes the anonymized silhouette sequence generated
by the first network by using the color of the original gait. Evaluation in terms of success rate and naturalness demonstrated that
our model can anonymize gaits while maintaining naturalness.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Gait anonymization while maintaining naturalness is becoming increasingly important due to the growth of social media
and substantial improvements in gait recognition systems [1],
[2]. Previous research on gait anonymization used gait datasets
for which the silhouettes could be extracted correctly. That
is, high-quality silhouette gaits were used. However, there
are many cases in which silhouettes cannot be extracted
correctly (e.g., the silhouette is missing one or more body
parts) for some video frames or for the whole sequence. We
have developed a model for anonymizing such low-quality
silhouette gaits.
There have been several studies on anonymizing gait information. A naive approach is to visually obscure the region
containing the person by blocking out, blurring, or pixelization
[3] to frustrate viewers, but this makes the output video
unnatural. Chen et al. [4] anonymized the whole body by using
edge motion history images, with the person obscured in the
final image. To the best of our knowledge, there have been
only two studies on using gait contours for anonymization
[1], [2]. One focused on binary gaits, and the other focused
on color gaits. These studies achieved anonymization with
gait naturalness when high-quality silhouette gaits were used.
When low-quality ones were used, the anonymized gaits
looked unnatural. Fig. 1 shows a sample of an anonymized
gait obtained by low-quality silhouette gaits generated using
the spatio-temporal generative adversarial network (ST-GAN)
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of Tieu et al. [2] and using our proposed model.

Fig. 1: Anonymized gait generated from low-quality silhouette
gait.
Our proposed gait anonymization model solves the problem
of using low-quality silhouette gaits, which was not completely
solved by using contour-based approaches. It uses two independently trained networks. The first one anonymizes the original gait, and the second one then colorizes the anonymized
gait by using the color in the original gait image. The first
network uses the binary silhouette sequence of the original
gait and a random noise vector to remove the identity of the
original gait and outputs an anonymized silhouette sequence.
Using a binary silhouette sequence rather than a color silhouette sequence makes the network focus on anonymizing
the gait rather than changing its color. By using the deep
convolutional generative adversarial network and training on
a high-quality silhouette dataset, this network can generate
a high-quality anonymized silhouette sequence from a lowquality silhouette one. The second network takes the output
of the first network and uses the original RGB gait image to
restore the color of the original gait image as much as possible.
We evaluated the proposed model on the CASIA-B gait
dataset [5] using two metrics: success rate and naturalness.
The success rate was calculated as in previous studies [1], [2],
and gait naturalness was estimated by using the mean opinion
score (MOS). We used the gait recognition system presented
by Zheng et al. [6] as a black-box system for measuring the
success rate. The success rate with our model was significantly
higher than that with Tieu et al.’s model for the side views,
and the MOS score for anonymized gaits generated from low-
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quality silhouette gaits ranged from 2.70 to 3.37.
Our contributions are as follows:
(1) We present a network that can generate natural
anonymized gaits from low-quality silhouette gaits.
(2) We present a network that can transfer the color of
the original gait image to the silhouette sequence of the
anonymized gait.
(3) The gait anonymization success rate for side views with
our model was significantly higher than that with the state-ofthe-art method.
After discussing related work in Section 2, we describe the
proposed model in Section 3 and present the experimental
results in Section 4. We summarize the key points and mention
future work in Section 5.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Gait Recognition
Gait recognition systems are aimed at recognizing people
on the basis of their gait, which represents the manner and
pattern of a person walking, as observed in a video. They
estimate the identity of a probe sample, given a gallery
samples registered to the system [7], [8], [9]. The two main
approaches to gait recognition in the current state-of-the-art
are model-free and model-based methods. The model-based
methods use information about body parts (arms, legs, limbs,
thighs, etc.) while the model-free ones use a single template
computed from a sequence of silhouettes. Among the modelfree methods, which are more relevant to our work, Zheng
et al. [6] proposed a robust, easy-to-implement, rapid method
[1]. We thus used their method as a black-box system for
evaluating the success rate of our proposed model. Their
method uses gait energy images (GEIs), which are obtained
by averaging all the silhouettes [7], as the gait feature for their
system . To address the problem of multi-view gait recognition,
they transform the gait feature in the probe into that in the
gallery view. Fig. 2 shows a sample silhouette sequence and
its GEI.

for uploading and sharing video on social media due to the
unnatural appearance of the final image.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the only two studies
we know of [1], [2] that were aimed at anonymizing gaits
while maintaining naturalness focused on gait contour used
either binary gaits or color gaits. The methods developed
achieve anonymization with gait naturalness when high-quality
silhouette gaits are used. However, the results look unnatural
when low-quality ones are used.
C. Generative Adversarial Example
Deep neural networks have achieved success in a wide range
of areas [11], [12], especially in media object generation.
Among the various types of generative models, the generative
adversarial network (GAN) proposed by Goodfellow et al. [13]
has attracted much attention. Its development inspired research
in various areas such as style transfer and texture synthesis
[14], [15], image editing [16], [17], and motion generation
[18], [19].
While various GAN-based models have been reported for
high-quality image synthesis [20], [21], only a few GANbased model have been introduced for video generation. Vondrick et al. reported a model for video generation (VGAN)
[22] that can produce a video from random noise vectors
sampled from a Gaussian distribution. The vectors are input
to two generators, one for background generation and the
other for foreground generation. Holden et al. [18] trained
an autoencoder network to represent human motions at the
hidden units of the network and then stacked another network
on the top of the autoencoder to create a new motion sequence.
They focused on the human skeleton while our objective is to
generate whole body sequences. In other related research [23],
a Siamese structure network and a GAN model were used to
produce a video of the motions of the entire human body as
derived from a human skeleton sequence and a single whole
body image.
III. P ROPOSED M ODEL
A. Model Overview

Fig. 2: Gait energy image (GEI): images on left are silhouette
sequence; image on right is sequence GEI.

B. Gait Anonymization
The human gait has become a privacy concern due to
rapid advances in gait recognition research [10]. The identities of people in a video can now be revealed by gait
recognition systems. However, there have been few studies
on anonymizing gait information. Agrawal et al. conducted
research on body pixelation and on blurring by applying a
blurring filter to the region containing the person [3]. Another
anonymization method uses an edge motion history image [4]
to blur the person’s entire body. Such methods are not suitable

Before overviewing our proposed model, we briefly review
the research on color gait anonymization reported by Tieu et
al. [2], which is closely related to the research reported here.
The method developed in that study uses an encoder-decoder
structure generator to produce binary anonymized gaits from
binary original gaits by adding random noise. To achieve gait
naturalness, they stacked a spatial discriminator and a temporal
discriminator on top of the gait generator. To colorize the
anonymized gaits, they used a colorization method in which
the color of the nearest pixel is used. Although their method
achieves anonymization with naturalness when using highquality silhouette gaits, it is unable to achieve naturalness
when using low-quality ones. This is because the encoderdecoder structure generator attempts to generate output similar
to the input. The method thus modifies the contour of the
original gait but does not generate the body parts missing in the
original image. To overcome this problem, we have developed
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Fig. 3: Overview of proposed model.

Fig. 4: Anonymization network architecture.

a model that uses one network for binary gait anonymization
and another one for binary anonymized gait colorization. The
model uses the same discriminators as in the previous study
to handle the quality of the gait generator.
As shown in Fig. 3, our model includes two independently
trained networks. The first network, the anonymization network (A-NET), anonymizes the original gait while the second
network, the colorization network (C-NET), following the
first one colorizes the gait generated by the first network
with the color of the original gait image. The anonymization
network takes binary silhouette sequence X of the original
gait (obtained by background subtraction) and uses random
noise vector R to remove the identity of the original gait. It
then outputs anonymized silhouette sequence Z.
To maintain the color of the original gait image as much as
possible, we use a Siamese structure for the second network,
which takes the output of the first network and the original
RGB gait image Y as inputs. Because we need only the color
of the gait image, the background in the original image should
be removed. However, it is impossible to obtain the gait color
from the raw video if the gait’s silhouette cannot be extracted
correctly. Therefore, we use the original gait image including
the background. We use a pre-trained YOLO model (version

3) [24] to detect the object (gait) position in each frame. After
extracting the position of the gait, we crop the gait along with
the background. We add zeros padding around the cropped
image so that we obtain a square image with the size equal
to the height of the cropped image. We then resize this image
to 64x64x3. To remove the background information from the
original image, we multiply the image by the output of the
anonymization network. The result of this operation and the
output of the anonymization network are input to C-NET. The
RGB anonymized gait synthesized by C-NET is then placed in
the original position in the background using the same method
presented by Tieu et al. [2].
B. Anonymization Network
The aim for the anonymization network is to produce an
anonymized gait from an original one while maintaining the
naturalness and movement direction of the original gait. The
architecture of A-NET is shown in Fig. 4. Motivated by the
potential of DCGAN [25], which uses random noise to generate an image in the same distribution as the training dataset,
we use the original DCGAN model for A-NET. However, we
modified it to use two inputs: the binary silhouette sequence
of the original gait and a random noise vector, which is added
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Fig. 5: Colorization network architecture.

to the original gait to remove the gait’s identity. Inherited from
ST-GAN model [2], we also stack a spatial discriminator and
a temporal discriminator on the anonymization network. The
aim with the spatial discriminator network is to distinguish
the shape of a real gait and the shape of a synthesized gait.
The input to this network is an image of size 64x64x3. Its
architecture includes a two-dimension convolution network
with a sigmoid function on top. The aim with the temporal
discriminator network is to evaluate the smoothness of the
anonymized gait. The architectures of this discriminator is
similar to that proposed by Tieu et al. [2], but the input is
a sequence of images of size 64x64x3. The architectures of
the spatial and temporal discriminators are shown in Figs. 6a
and 6b, respectively.

anonymized gaits even when the silhouettes of the original gait
have low quality. Therefore, we used high-quality silhouette
gaits for training A-NET. To train this network, we use two
loss functions:
ET
LA−N
= Ex∼px (x),r∼pr (r) [log(1 − DS (fA (X, R)))]
S

(1)
ET
LA−N
= Ex∼px (x),r∼pr (r) [log(1 − DT (fA (X, R))))]
T

(2)
To maintain the viewing angle and action information
(”walking”) of the original gait, we also use reconstruction
loss for training:
ET
LA−N
= Ex∼px (x),r∼pr (r) [k X − fA (X, R) k1 ]
Rec

(3)

The objective function of A-NET is given by
ET
ET
ET
LA−N ET = LA−N
+ LA−N
+ LA−N
S
T
Rec

(4)

where fA (.) is the output of the anonymization network.
C. Colorization Network

(a) Spatial discriminator network.

(b) Temporal discriminator network.

Fig. 6: Discriminator networks.
As mentioned above, our aim is to generate natural

The aim with C-NET is to colorize the image of the gait
synthesized by A-NET using the color of the original image.
Because this network needs to learn the original color, it takes
the anonymized gait generated by A-NET and the original gait
image as inputs. Clearly, an RGB original gait image must be
used, but extracting the gait color may result in the loss of
color for any regions where the color of the gait is similar
to the background color (it may not be possible to extract an
exact silhouette for that region). Therefore, the gait color is
taken with the background, as mentioned in Subsection Model
Overview. Fig. 5 illustrates the architecture of this network.
We initially tried to remove the anonymized gait generated
from the A-NET from the input of C-NET, but the generated
output looked similar to the multiplied image. This is because
C-NET had became an autoencoder network, which tried to
generate output that looked like the input. Therefore, we use
the Siamese architecture, which takes the A-NET output and
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the multiplied image as inputs, for C-NET so that it does not
generate an image similar to the multiplied image.
To train this network, we need to create a ground truth
dataset. Because we want to transfer the original gait’s color to
the anonymized gait, we use the colorization method presented
by Tieu et al. [2] to colorize the A-NET output. Several
samples of the ground truth are shown in Fig. 7

Fig. 7: Ground truth samples.
C-NET is trained by minimizing the loss function:
LC−N ET = Ey∼py (y),z∼pz (z) [k GT − fC (Y, Z) k1 ]

(5)

(a) 108◦

where fC is the C-NET output and GT is the ground truth.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Our experiments were conducted on the CASIA-B gait
dataset [5]. This dataset contains 110 gait sequences for each
of 124 individuals recorded at 11 viewing angles (0◦ , 18◦ , . . . ,
180◦ ). We divided the gait sequences of the 124 individuals
into five non-overlapping groups. The first group, containing
5500 sequences (50 individuals), was used for training the
gait recognition system. The second group, containing 1100
sequences (10 individuals) was used for training A-NET.
The third group, containing 16 individuals (1760 sequences)
was used for training C-NET. The fourth group, containing
8 individuals (880 sequences) was used for validation. The
remaining 40 individuals (440 sequences) was used for testing.
To evaluate the performance of the system, we use two metrics: success rate and naturalness. To evaluate the effectiveness
of our proposed model for low-quality silhouette gaits, we used
the ST-GAN model [2] as the baseline. For each model, we
show the generation results and the success rate metrics. To
evaluate the naturalness of gaits generated by our model for
low-quality silhouette gaits, we used the MOS.
(b) 144◦

A. Generation Results
Several of the binary and RGB anonymized gaits generated with our model and the baseline method are shown
in Figs. 8, 9, and 10. Our model used A-NET to generate
binary anonymized gaits and C-NET to colorize the binary
anonymized gaits. As shown by the results for both highquality and low-quality silhouette gaits.

Fig. 8: Original and anonymized gaits generated from lowquality silhouette gaits with proposed and baseline (ST-GAN)
methods for 108◦ and 144◦ view angles: top rows are original
gaits, middle rows are results of baseline method, and bottom
rows are results of proposed method.
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(a) 54◦

(b) 126◦

Fig. 9: Original and anonymized gaits generated from low-quality silhouette gaits with proposed and baseline (ST-GAN)
methods for 54◦ and 126◦ view angles: top rows are original gaits, middle rows are results of baseline method, and bottom
rows are results of proposed method.

1) A-NET can generate a natural binary anonymized gait
image even when the quality of the original silhouette is low,
which is not always the case with the baseline method.
2) A-NET can anonymize not only the shape of the original
gait, but, in some cases, can also anonymize the temporal
information of the original gait (e.g., hand movement).
3) C-NET can colorize the binary anonymized gait image
with the color of the original gait image for both high- and
low-quality silhouettes.
4) The faces in the RGB anonymized gait images are blurry
because the faces in the ground truth gait images were not clear
and the size of each frame of the input gait image used in our
model is small (64x64x3).
B. Naturalness
To measure the naturalness of anonymized gaits generated
with our model, we used the MOS test. This test has been used
for evaluating the quality of media generation results from
the user’s perspective [20], [26] and also for measuring the
naturalness of gaits anonymized using state-of-the-art methods
[1], [2]. We asked 20 volunteer evaluators to each evaluate 60
random anonymized gait videos. We asked them to rate gait
naturalness on the basis of the gait’s shape, movement, and
color on a five-point scale (1: Bad, 2: Poor, 3: Fair, 4: Good, 5:

Excellent). As shown in Fig. 11, the MOS for the naturalness
of anonymized gaits based on low-quality silhouette gaits
ranged from 2.70 to 3.37 depending on the view angle.
C. Success Rate
The success rate is the rate at which anonymized gaits
are not correctly identified. The success rate metric is the
same as that used for the baseline: the ratio of the number
of anonymized gaits that were not correctly identified to
the total number of anonymized gaits. We used the gait
recognition system presented by Zheng with top-1 and top3 identification. We separated our test set into two subsets,
low-quality silhouettes (subset 1) and high-quality silhouettes
(subset 2). The success rate for subset 1 ranged from 99.94%
to 100%. This high rate is due to A-NET not only removing
the identity of the original gait but also generating any body
parts missing in the original silhouette.
For subset 2, the success rate (Fig. 12) was much higher
than that of the baseline for the side views (from 36◦ to
144◦ ) because temporal information (limbs moving) plays
an important role for side views. Comparison of the gaits
anonymized with the proposed model with those anonymized
with the baseline model revealed that, in many cases, our
model modified the hand movement while the baseline did
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Fig. 12: Success rate comparison between proposed and baseline models.

(a) 90◦

Fig. 10: Original and anonymized gaits generated from highquality silhouette gaits with proposed and baseline (ST-GAN)
methods: top rows are original gaits, middle rows are results
of baseline method, and bottom rows are results of proposed
method.

Fig. 11: Mean opinion scores for naturalness of anonymized
gaits based on low-quality silhouette gaits.

not. In other words, our model modified not only the shape of
the gait but also the temporal information while the baseline
method modified only the shape of the gait. Sample images
are shown in Figs. 8 and 13. The success rate was only slightly
higher than that of the baseline for the frontal views (0◦ ,
180◦ ) because the temporal information at these angles is less
important, so modification of the shape by the baseline method
was more effective.
V. C ONCLUSION
Our proposed RGB gait anonymization model works well
even for low-quality silhouette gaits, which is not the case for

(a) 54◦

(b) 0◦

Fig. 13: Silhouettes of original and anonymized gaits generated
from low-quality silhouette gaits.

the state-of-the-art method. Our model uses two networks, one
to anonymize the silhouette sequence of the original gait and
the other to transfer the color of the original gait image to
the anonymized silhouette sequence. Its success rate for lowquality silhouette gaits ranged from 99.94% to 100%, and its
success rate for high-quality silhouette gaits was significantly
higher than that of the state-of-the-art method for the side
views. The mean opinion scores for anonymized gaits based
on low-quality silhouette gaits ranged from 2.70 to 3.37. The
ability of our model to anonymize gaits while maintaining
naturalness makes it well suited for preprocessing videos to
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anonymize gaits before they are uploaded to social media.
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